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lUST BEFORE a group of squatters moved
out of a block of houses close to London's
Regent Park, they found a set of secret
rooms worthy of any children's adventure
story. Inside the rooms were dozens of confidential files which spelt out the seven-year,
multi-million pound history of a secret arms
dealing empire set up by one of Britain's Second World War Generals,' Sir lames
Marshall-Cornwall, KCB, CB, DSO and'
,MC.
.
'General Marshall-Cornwall was ill charge
of Western Command until 1943, -having
joined the Army in 1907. His entry in Who's
Who'lists numerous military offices as well
as his Presidency of the Royal Geographic
Society from 1954 to 1958, but it gives no indication of his main business activity during
that period - arms dealing. In 1950, with
two other ex-officers called Searl and Klein,
he set up SCK (Agencies)' ua, which soon
developed into a chain of companies headed
by Sir lames Marshall-Cornwall (Development) Ltd. From plush offices in St lames's
and Cavendish Square, the organisation
completed many million-pound deals during
'the 1950s, including a number with the
newly-independent Indian government.
The' documents discovered by the squatters indicate' that' the General sold arms to
both sides in areas of conflict. They give
evidence of perpetual bickering with other
arymstraders ove'r 'commissions' and contracts and endless
double-dealing.
.
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They were uncovered in Carburton Street,
London W 1, a Victorian terrace block
which surrounded ab elegant coachhouse
and mews, all no* being domolished.
Before being evicted, the squatters found
that. one of the mews offices had slightly
unustlal wooden panelling. If one section
were grasped firmly, it woultl swing open
and reveal cut-away brickwork and a series
of small windowless rooms - in fact the
long-disused harness rooms. Inside, .amid
ankle-deep rubbish, was a metal cabinet

with the collected files o~General MarshallCornwall's arms empire.
Who built the secret room is still a
. mystery. The old coach house was a
warehouse' for a removal firm, but the offices had changed hands many times. The
last occupier we could trace was United Motion Pictures producer Rock Humphries,
who said that the secret room was there
when he moved in aboutIz years ago, with
, rubbish scattered around 'in a hell of a
mess'. H~ didn't use it.
.
GENERAL MARSHALL-CORNWALL
ran his business with manifest upper-class
style. His personal assistant, Major Harry
Lee, maintained bulging files full of orders
", f0T hired limousines and Covent Garden
opera boxes, goods from Harrods, and
dozens of trips to hotels on the Avenue
Faubourg St Honore in Paris. Much
business came from his agency for procuring
tanks, gunli, aircraft and ammunition for
the Indian government
although,
curiously, most of the suppliers were
~ French, (the British government wouldn't
play). A lot of effort was spent ensuring that
heremained the middleman in these deals.
One 1951 contract, for anti-tank grenades,
brought in £2 million (worth about £16m.
now).
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When the need arose, the General found
his brother ex-officers a useful commodity.
A deal for supplying French jet aircraft to
India was proposed in the early Fifties - so
an Air Marshal was hired to make the com-,
pany 'look right'. A legal memorandum
notes:
.
Air Vice Marshal D F Stevenson [was added] to
give, a certain 'Air' connotation to the company. Stevenson personally was a 'completely
, useless nonentity, but no effort was required
from him.

This Stevenson (now deceased) dutifully
fle~ off to India for consultations, sending
back long and 'Most Confidential:
memoranda on allegedly vital matters. One
noted 'Air India Internat-ional ...
air
hostesses (are) primed with good looks and
charming manners'.
\
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While Marshall-Cornwall traded arms
directly with the Arabs in Egypt, Syria, and
Libya.vhe sold a considerable amount of
equipment to Israel through another arms
company, Aviation (Jersey) Ltd, who appear to have been the Israeli government's
mainagents, Their name has since become
notorious as' a result of a number of
sanctions-busting deals with South Africa;
they are still in business. With Aviation
(Jersey) Ltd fronting for him with Israel,
MarshallLCornwall himself dealt with the
Arab Legion, the force' which had warred
with Israel just a few years before', and
which still threatened the newly legal state.
When Indonesia was at war with the Dutch
colonial regime, Britain's ally, he sold stores
and equipment to Indonesia. India and
Pakistan were both on his list of clients.
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There seems to have been little honour
amongst arms' dealers. When a French
, government-run aviation company cheated
the General out of his 2 per cent on a deal, he
furiously threatened to sue. The vital letter'
confirming the commission .due had,
curiously, been sent back to the French by
one of his 'idiotic' subordinates. After I'H!
sought the return of this 'letter and other
vital confirmation of the 2 per cent deal, a
minute .noted that an unspecified French
'friend' had pffered to provide the necessary
documents - at a price equivalent to 20 per
'cent of Marshall-Cornwall's commission.
General Marshall-Cornwall, now 94, lives
at Birdsall-in Yorkshire. He explained that
his companies 'did considerable traffic in
( arms and armaments - £4 million on one
contract with the Indian government alone."
The company disbanded in the late 1950s
amid arguments among the directors about
money. Marshall-Cornwall
then took
up writing military bistorles--- of Napoleon,
Foch, and his erstwhile boss, General Haig
of the World War One trenches.
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